McNicholas Construction:
Joint Bay Protection
The Challenge

The Solution

McNicholas Construction is the leading provider of
services to the UK’s multi-utility sector.
At their site, Levington Bridge Road, McNicholas
Construction are demolishing the traditional electrical pylons and installing high voltage cables
through the ground, creating joint bays every few
hundred metres.
Throughout the process, security would be required
at the joint bays, which are primarily based in fields,
where protection is essential for the newly installed
high voltage electric cables as these are prone to
theft.
Furthermore, there is no power available at these
remote locations.

Wireless CCTV has provided McNicholas
with a Thermal Analytic Fuel Cell Tower, a
rapid deployment CCTV tower designed for site
security at locations, where complex detection
areas may cause traditional motion detectors to
deliver false alarms.
The fuel cell part of the Tower is totally
autonomous, designed to provide security at remote
locations where there is no mains power available.
The portable WCCTV Thermal Analytic Fuel
Cell Tower integrates an IR PTZ (Pan, Tilt, and
Zoom) camera, 640 resolution thermal detection
cameras, high accuracy detection rules; and audio
speakers backed by high-end alarm monitoring and
response, effectively eliminating the need for costly
manned-guarding.
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By deploying the WCCTV Thermal Analytic
Fuel Cell Tower, McNicholas were able to
ensure the protection of the newly installed
high voltage electric cables in the joint
bays. The thermal analytic detection was
a vital requirement; as these are complex
detection zones so standard motion would
not deliver an approprite level of protection.

“Having WCCTV’s Thermal Analytic Fuel
Cell Tower deployed, this proved to be a
big cost saving and good deterrent, and
we had no worry to whether a security
guard would turn up due to the 24 hour
coverage of the site provided by the tower.

McNicholas were also able to remotely view
live or recorded footage from the camera via
WCCTV software via 4G using the WCCTV
software from any PC, laptop or mobile device.
This was helpful for McNicholas as they were
able to view from the yard, across all joint bay
locations at any time.

WCCTV were very helpful during all stages
of the project and kept us informed of any
mishaps that occurred.” – Site Manager,
McNicholas Construction

The WCCTV Thermal
Analytic Fuel Cell Tower
WCCTV’s Thermal Analytic Fuell Cell Tower is a totally
autonomous rapid deployment CCTV tower designed for
site security at locations where complex detection aeas
may cause traditional montio detectors to deliver false
alarms.
Key applications include asset monitoring and perimeter
protection for remote sites, buildings or infrastructure on
a temporary, permanent or semi-permanent basis.
The mobile Site Tower integrates an IR PTZ camera, 640
resolution thermal detection cameras and audio speakers backed by high-end alarm monitoring and response,
effectively eliminating the need for costly manned-guarding.

Features & Benefits of the Site
Tower
•

Rapid Deployment CCTV Tower with fuel cell
cartridge power

•

640 resolution thermal dection cameras

•

Advanced internal analytics

•

High accuracy alarm detection rules

•

Autonomous power for up to 8 weeks

•

Proactive site protection and monitoring

•

Up to 75% cheaper than manned-guarding

•

Wirless detectors provide an invisible perimeter

•

Industry-leading ruggedised PTZ camera with IR
capabilty as standard
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